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Research Goals and Background
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Motivation
• Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) 

aids cyber analysts in their 
daily tasks of discovering and 
understanding evolving 
cybersecurity threats, exploits, 
and vulnerabilities

• Too much data to process!
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Research Question
Can we use state of the art NLP  tools to process large 

corpora of CTI samples and provide actionable insights to 
analysts?



Overall Research Goal
Prototype a system to build and maintain a 
knowledge graph of current cybersecurity 
data extracted from public text reports
● Using state-of-the-art NLP systems, e.g., spaCy

● Using public knowledge graphs for background 
knowledge, e.g., Wikidata
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https://spacy.io/
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page


Project Overviews
Use SpaCy for NLP 
Information Extraction:
• Data extraction and 

compilation
• SpaCy capabilities and 

utilization
• Progress, implementation, 

next steps

Use Wikidata for additional 
data:
• Catalog Wikidata’s cyber 

knowledge and improve it
• Use its query service to 

access cyber information
• Improve our entity linker to 

link cyber entities to 
Wikidata
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Background: Information Extraction for Cybersecurity

Types of Cybersecurity Text Data:
• Structured data - data that has a specific schema or set of 

rules for where data is stored, so it is easily searchable

• Unstructured data: Free-text, no standard content 
specification

Information Extraction is the process of extracting 
structured data from unstructured data 
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Background on Knowledge Graphs
• A knowledge graph encodes 

data as a graph with entities as 
nodes and relations as edges

• Often represented as a set of 
ordered triples

(head entity, relation, tail entity)
• Example:

(Microsoft, Produces, XBOX)
(XBOX, Peripheral, Kinect)
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Background on Wikidata
• What is Wikidata?

– A knowledge graph derived from Wikipedias and more
– A communal, open-source knowledge graph

• How is it accessed?
– Has its own query service using SPARQL

• Cybersecurity knowledge
– Has limited information available on cybersecurity
– Each entity contains its own qualifiers
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Using SpaCy to improve information 
extraction from cybersecurity text

Michael Maiden, Casey Hanks
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Purpose
The purpose of this project is to create an automated method of 
transforming text based cybersecurity data to a computer friendly 
format 

Knowledge Graphs help 
computers access the 
information faster and 
answer questions or 
Queries such as:
What threat group 
utilized WannaCry 
malware?
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Overview
• Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) is often 

disseminated as text
• Expressing CTI information in a knowledge 

graph allows integration, inference, and 
machine understanding
• We use synthesized data, language 

processing and machine learning to do this
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Extracting Information from Text 
• Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools extract entities such 

as relations and events from text
• These tools are trained to recognize

– People, Places, and Time
• Not trained for extracting cybersecurity entities

– Malware
– Software 
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Extracting Cyber Information
Existing NLP tools have not seen cybersecurity 
entities before, so must be re-trained for the 
cybersecurity domain by
• Collecting relevant text examples
• Getting human annotations for entities & relations
• Training machine learning tools to recognize 

mentions of entities, relations, and events 
14



Methodology
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Building a Cybersecurity Text Collection
• Collected open-source cyber-

security text from a variety of 
sources 
– 3,269 paragraphs have been 

collected across 8 sources
• Developing tools to automatically 

update corpus as cyber exploits, 
vulnerabilities, and news sources 
continue to evolve
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Blogs in Our Text Collection
• IBM Security 

Intelligence
• McAfee

• Fortinet
• Kaspersky
• Securonix

• Palo Alto Networks
• Juniper Networks
• Fireeye
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Extracting text from web pages
• CTI information is extracted from multiple cybersecurity 

blogs using Beautiful Soup, a Python library for pulling data 
out of HTML sources

• RSS feeds of websites are used to extract URLs of new 
articles and to stay up to date
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Example
Article in Our 

Collection
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NLP Tools
SpaCy is an state of the art, open source, NLP tool that supports
• Tokenization: segmenting text into sentences and words
• Syntactic analysis: parsing text to identify parts of speech, phrases, and 

sentence structure
• Text Similarity: computes similarity of text spans via embeddings
• Named Entity Recognition: Identify text spans for entities and their types, 

e.g.,  Apple is an entity of type Organization
• Training an NER model: with proper training data, SpaCy can be trained 

to identify new entity types and their entity labels
• Annotated text: the format of the training data
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spaCy
example
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spaCy
example

● spaCy’s generic model doesn’t recognize Macbook as a product or computer
● Need to train on cybersecurity text and/or link items to background 

knowledge like Wikidata (noun chunks) 22



Example
Article in Our 

Collection
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How the Text is Stored
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● No newlines
● No paragraphs
● Hardly readable



Making it readable
• For human annotation we ideally have paragraphs
• Easily digestible, can easily annotate one or two and 

stop
• Humans identify paragraphs by white space, what if 

there is none?
• Spacy is good at identifying sentences, but not so 

much paragraphs.
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The Solution
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Much better!
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None of this



Human Annotations for Training Data
• Machines need many examples to 

learn
• Multiple humans act as entity 

recognizer and record occurrences of 
the desired label 
– (Ex. “MALWARE”)

• Annotation tools are often used to 
make the process more efficient
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• BRAT is a web-based tool that 
allows users to annotate text 

• Annotations identify named 
entities, relations, and events

• BRAT outputs annotation data 
in a standard format

• Used to train SpaCy models to 
extract new entities and 
relations

Brat Rapid Annotation Tool
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possible 
entities 

possible 
relations

https://brat.nlplab.org/


BRAT Example

A team of human annotators identify entities and relations and 
assign cybersecurity-relevant types using our central BRAT server
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Training SpaCy tools 
• SpaCy tools allow us to train Cybersecurity NER models 

using the BRAT annotations 
• The trained model will be able to recognize cybersecurity 

entities like mentions of malware or threat actors
• Users are able to combine their own models with SpaCy’s

existing models 
– We can fine-tune an existing SpACY model to fit 

cybersecurity data                  
31



Creating CTI Knowledge Graphs
• Nodes in the knowledge graph will be filled with 

cybersecurity named entities
– Ex. Malware, Software, Threat Actors, Campaigns

• Edges represent relations between two entities
– Threat actors utilize malware

• Cybersecurity professionals can use the Knowledge 
Graphs as additional tools for understanding threat-
related information 
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Preliminary Results & Next Steps
☑ Compiled collection of cybersecurity-related texts 
☑ Compiling human annotation materials
☐ Train SpaCY Cybersecurity NER model using 
labeled, annotated data 
☐ Evaluate the accuracy of the NER model
☐ Use named entities detected with NER model to 
strengthen existing cybersecurity knowledge graph
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Surveying and Improving Cybersecurity 
Knowledge in Wikidata 

Leyton Lineburg, Mike Anoruo
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Wikidata Overview
• Wikidata is an open-source knowledge 

graph of general background knowledge 
• It has both general and useful cyber-

security related knowledge
• We can use it to help train and improve 

our NLP information extraction systems
• And to develop plans to improve it and 

keep it current as a cybersecurity 
resource 35



Methodology

1. Query and retrieve cyber-related information
2. Manually search for errors and corrections
3. Update Wikidata periodically to keep information 

accurate and relevant
4. Link entities found in text to Wikidata entities to 

promote data integration 
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Knowledge Graphs (KGs)
• Google uses the largely private Google Knowledge 

Graph to better understand queries and web pages
• Wikidata is an open-source KG we can use for similar 

purposes
• It has a very rich schema and a powerful underlying 

semantic representation based on RDF and links to 
other semantic KGs, like DBpedia
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https://www.dbpedia.org/


Wikidata
• A community knowledge graph with 

~1B statements about ~100M items
• Fine-grained ontology has ~2M types 

and ~9K properties
• Multilingual: all text values tagged 

with language id
• Has both a human and query 

interface
• Many community tools for editing, 

search, visualization, update
Wikidata web interface for the UMBC entity, Q735049
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Wikidata Items
● Unique ID, e.g. Q7186
● label (canonical name) in 

multiple languages
● Short description and some 

aliases in multiple languages
● One or more types, e.g., Q5

for Human
● Collection of statements with 

optional qualifiers, references
● Links to entries in WIkipedia

sites & other knowledge graphs 39



Concepts & Properties
● Wikidata items like UMBC 

(Q735049) refer to entities, e.g., 
instances of a concept

● Some Wikidata refer to a concept 
or type, e.g., University (Q3918)

● Others refer to properties, e.g., 
students count (P2196)

● These concepts form Wikidata’s
rich ontology 40

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q735049
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q3918
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P2196


Cybersecurity Concept
● Wikidata has data on many cyber-

security related concepts
● Including, but not limited to:

○ Malware
○ Types of malware
○ Cyber attacks
○ Known threat actors
○ Operating system concepts
○ Key software products
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Cybersecurity Event
● Wikidata has data on many 

cybersecurity events, both generic 
and specific

● Has information of cyber attacks, 
such as a description of the attack, 
what areas were affected, when it 
occurred, outcomes, etc.
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Cybersecurity Instance
● Wikidata has data on many specific 

cybersecurity instances
● A cybersecurity instance could be a 

specific instance of a virus
● It can have attributes including:
○ Name, aliases & short description
○ Discovery date
○ Operating systems affected 
○ Links to other public knowledge graphs 

with more information 43



Cybersecurity Property
● Many properties of cybersecurity 

items are general and some very 
specific

● Operating System (P306) is a 
general property that’s useful in 
describing software

● CVE ID (P3587), on the other hand, 
is a property that only applies to 
CVE items 44

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P306
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P3587


Wikidata’s Cyber knowledge

We are exploring Wikidata’s cyber-
security knowledge via:
• Its web interface for people
• SPARQL queries to retrieve and 

analyze its cybersecurity data
• Using other tools like wdtaxonomy

and graph visualization systems

~> wdtaxonomy Q485
computer virus (Q485) •103 ×81 ↑↑
├──boot sector virus (Q893210) •5 ×6
│  ├──Brain (Q158593) •24
│  ├──Natas (Q1037622) •6
│  ├──OneHalf (Q2025943) •6
│  ├──Ping-Pong virus (Q3905195) •5
│  ├──Alcon (Q4713339) •1
│  ├──AntiCMOS (Q4774499) •2
│  ├──Hare (Q5656691) •1
│  └──Ripper (Q10655706) •1
├──Macro virus (Q947369) •23 ×2
├──polymorphic code (Q950981) •17
├──boot sector virus (Q2174007) •1 ×1
├──AIDS (Q3600969) •8
├──A and A (Q3848426) •5
├──QH.EXE (Q3926208) •1
├──stealth virus (Q4441598) •4
├──iframe virus (Q5991258) •2
├──??? (Q6163847) •1 ↑
├──Wiper (Q8026703) •4 ×1
├──multipartite virus (Q9427662) •1
│  └──Ghostball (Q16978760) •2
├──resident virus (Q19715216) •1
└──HyperCard virus (Q106253790) •1

The wdtaxonomy command-line tool 
extracts data on WD concepts 45

https://wdtaxonomy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/README.html


Simple SPARQL query
• We query Wikidata with the SPARQL query 
language
• This query finds all 283 instances of malware 
(Q14001) and its sub-classes along with their names
select ?qid ?qidLabel {
?qid wdt:P31/wdt:P279* wd:Q14001; 
SERVICE wikibase:label
{bd:serviceParam wikibase:language "en".}}

• The resulting triples can be easily ingested
into a program or system

46

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q14001


Simple SPARQL query anatomy

select  ?qid ?qidLabel   {

?qid wdt:P31/wdt:P279* wd:Q14001 ; 

SERVICE wikibase:label
{bd:serviceParam wikibase:language "en"}}

47

variables whose values to return

a path from ?qid 
consisting of a 
“instance of” (P31) 
followed by any 
number of “subClass 
of” (P279*) edges 
ending at “malware” 
(Q14001)Languages we 

want any labels 
to be in

Q10625
5345 Q14639 Q14001

wdt:P31 wdt:P279

instance of subclass of
malwaretrojan horseflubot

One match:

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P279
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q14001


More complex SPARQL query
select ?qid ?name ?desc ?year 

(group_concat(DISTINCT ?alias; separator="|") as ?aliases) 
(group_concat(DISTINCT ?ava;separator="|") as ?avAliases) 
(group_concat(DISTINCT ?os;separator="|") as ?opSys)

{?qid wdt:P31/wdt:P279* wd:Q14001.
optional {?qid rdfs:label ?name filter(lang(?name)='en')}
optional {?qid schema:description ?desc filter(lang(?desc)='en')}
optional {?qid skos:altLabel ?alias filter(lang(?alias)='en')}
optional {?qid wdt:P1845 ?ava.}   # vendor antiVirusLabel
optional {?qid wdt:P306/rdfs:label ?os filter(lang(?os)='en')}
optional {?qid wdt:P575 ?date.  BIND (year(?date) as ?year) }

}
GROUP BY ?qid ?name ?desc ?year 

● query finds seven key 
properties of all 
malware instances

● Asking only for English 
language text values

● use of optional means 
data not required (not 
all malware has an alias)

● Queries can be entered 
in website or sent via an 
API to WD
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More complex SPARQL query
select ?qid ?name ?desc ?year 

(group_concat(DISTINCT ?alias; separator="|") as ?aliases) 
(group_concat(DISTINCT ?ava;separator="|") as ?avAliases) 
(group_concat(DISTINCT ?os;separator="|") as ?opSys)

{?qid wdt:P31/wdt:P279* wd:Q14001.
optional {?qid rdfs:label ?name filter(lang(?name)='en')}
optional {?qid schema:description ?desc filter(lang(?desc)='en')}
optional {?qid skos:altLabel ?alias filter(lang(?alias)='en')}
optional {?qid wdt:P1845 ?ava.}   # vendor antiVirusLabel
optional {?qid wdt:P306/rdfs:label ?os filter(lang(?os)='en')}
optional {?qid wdt:P575 ?date.  BIND (year(?date) as ?year) }

}
GROUP BY ?qid ?name ?desc ?year 

● query finds seven key 
properties of all 
malware instances

● We only get english 
language values for text

● use of optional means 
data not required
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[
{
"qid": "http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q106255345",
"name": "FluBot",
"desc": "Android malware that is propagated using

fake SMS messages",
"year": "2020",
"aliases": "Cabassous",
"avAliases": 

[ 
"Trojan-Banker.AndroidOS.Flubot",
"Trojan:Script/Wacatac.B!ml"

],
"opSys": "Android"

},
…

]

Query results available as triples, TSV, JSON, ...



Linking entities to Wikidata items
• Prototype system links text strings to 

Wikidata items
– “ddos” => Q17329819: distributed denial-

of-service attack
• Linking uses spaCy’s word embeddings and 
WD’s fine-grained type system
• Improves graph by merging nodes that
refer to same concept, entity, or event:
– DDoS, distributed denial of service,

DDoS attack, …
50

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q17329819
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word_embedding


Wikidata Next Steps
• Catalog and describe what Wikidata knows about 

cybersecurity
• Create Wikidata bots to identify and tag likely 

omissions and errors
• Improve our Wikidata entity linker for cybersecurity 

concepts, properties, and entities
• Explore ways to (semi-) automatically update 

Wikidata with new cybersecurity information
51



Conclusion and Next Steps
● We are working toward a system maintains a 

knowledge graph of cybersecurity data
extracted from public text reports
● We are using the spaCy NLP tools and the 

Wikidata knowledge graph
● In the future we hope to extract and integrate 

data from semi-structured data in STIX, MISP
and other formats
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https://oasis-open.github.io/cti-documentation/stix/intro.html
https://www.misp-project.org/


questions and
discussion


